PSP WINS
GLOBAL BEST AWARD
FOR 2016
For the third time!
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We wish ALL schools, principals, teachers, learners &
parents a PRODUCTIVE & PLEASANT 3rd term 2016!
Learning outside the classroom
Taking children outside for learning is much more than
just a fun thing to do! The world outside the classroom
is filled with meaningful learning opportunities.
Children are more engaged in natural settings, and more
motivated to understand and learn. They can practice
skills of enquiry and problem solving in everyday
situations.
Although the resources in the environment are natural
and free and don’t take up time to prepare, an excursion
needs to be planned carefully. The activities must link
with the curriculum and also the teacher must ensure
children’s health and safety.
Teachers are often surprised by the general
improvement in children’s behaviour, when taken
outside. Children are happier, more involved in activities
and interested in learning.
The most important benefit of taking children into the
real world is that it builds their awareness of the world
and how they need to situate themselves in it.
Dr Zorina Dharsey
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WONDERFUL EXPERIENCE AT
GATEWAY TO SPACE EXHIBITION
Novosti Buta visited the Gateway to Space exhibition
in Sandton during the holidays and found it an
excellent experience. He was fascinated by the interactive simulation exhibits, where you could feel what
it’s like to make a space shuttle land on Earth and
also to experience weightlessness in space.
“If only
many
more
children
could be
exposed
to seeing
real, lifesize
rockets
and
space
craft,
rather
than only
seeing
them on
TV and in
the
movies”,
said
Novosti.
Novosti became an astronaut at the GATEWAY TO
SPACE exhibition in Sandton during the holidays!

“This exhibition showed once again how important
maths and science skills are for unlocking doors to
such wonderful opportunities for children!”
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PSP NEWS
PSP WINS GOLD FOR
GLOBAL BEST AWARD 2016

CLUSTER PROJECT WORK
ACTIVE IN RURAL OVERBERG

We are thrilled to announce that the PSP has been
selected as the winner of the Global Best Award 2016
for the Category “Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics” in the Africa Region – for the third
time!
This award was
announced in
recognition of
PSP’s further
extension
work on the
Joint
Mentorship
Project (JMP).
The PSP
successfully
expanded the
JMP into the Eastern Cape in March 2016, which
impacts 10 disadvantaged and rural schools in the
King William’s Town District.

The Cluster Project in the rural areas of the Overberg
had a very active and busy second term. It operates in
six primary schools from Swellendam to Barrydale,
and supports all the Natural Sciences and Technology
teachers from Grades 4 – 7 as well as the Foundation
Phase Mathematics teachers with training and
classroom support.
The science courses during term 2 concentrated on
the strand
Matter &
Materials. The
teachers did
practical
investigations
and activities
on Mixtures
and Solutions,
Water
Pollution, and
the Particle
Nature of
Matter
amongst other
topics.

Zorina Dharsey will present this work at the
International Education Partnership Conference in
Oslo, Norway, in September 2016. The overall
winners in each category across all six regions (Africa,
Asia, Australia/Oceania, Europe, North America and
South America) will be announced at the conference
through the Global Best Award ceremony.
“I am so grateful our work in this project is receiving
such recognition”, said Zorina.

USE SNAPSCAN TO PAY
FOR MATERIALS ONLINE

The PSP has been adding to the range of materials for
teachers on sale through the website. The materials
now include posters dealing with Energy & Change
related topics such as electricity (sources and supply)
and also sustainability.
Other new posters will include big book type
Indigenous Knowledge posters on traditional pottery,
weaving and fermentation, with stories in isiXhosa,
English and Afrikaans for Foundation Phase children.
Now, you can pay for your materials through the
convenient method of SNAPSCAN using your
cellphone. Try it!

Grade 6 learner from Bontebok Primary School in
Swellendam

Foundation
Phase Maths
teachers
enjoyed
working with
the
equipment
provided by
the project
during their
Saturday
courses.

Grade 2 teacher Mrs Sakoor from Suurbraak Primary
using their new equipment while doing work on Mass.

In the Foundation Phase Mathematics, the teachers
and children focused on Mass and Capacity. During
the classroom support visits, the PSP facilitators were
pleased to see the teachers using the equipment and
strategies experienced during the courses.
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PSP NEWS
TRULY INSPIRATIONAL TEACHER
FROM MANENBERG PRIMARY

Ms Ayesha Kader, Grade 4 teacher from Manenberg
Primary School gave 30 children Grades 4 – 7 the lifechanging opportunity of visiting the Southern African
Large Telescope (SALT) in Sutherland during the
holidays.
After Ayesha had
visited Sutherland
last
year
she
dreamed
about
taking her class
there one day to
view the heavens,
and against all
odds, she made it
happen.
This remarkable
teacher obtained
support of various
kinds from the
community, and
her family to feed
the children and
equip them for a
trip away from
home in icy conditions.
Ayesha also obtained generous support from the
transport company to provide safe and comfortable
travel. The 30 children were accompanied by 14 other
teachers / parents.

JMP PROJECT SHOWS
SUCCESSES
Each-One-Teach-0ne
First-time teachers who were previously mentored
for two years in the JMP project have been so inspired
by their own success, and are so convinced about the
benefits of having a mentor in the first years of
teaching, that they have taken on mentoring others.
These mentees of previous JMP cycles have joined the
Each-One-Teach-0ne component of the JMP. They
are now mentoring other novice teachers at their
schools.
Since the inception of the Each-One-Teach-0ne
component, the PSP has been meeting with these
enthusiastic, young teachers and supporting their
mentorship of new first-time teachers.
The PSP support takes the form of consultations,
demonstrations and team teaching, among others.
This is a wonderful development, which helps to
expand the reach and extend the benefits of the JMP.

Teacher Malika Ismael previous JMP mentee from
Merrydale Primary in Mitchell’s Plain is one of the EachOne-Teach-One mentors at her school.

Children and a teacher from Manenberg Primary viewing
the stars at the SALT in Sutherland.

Ayesha is in her 2nd year of teaching and has been
mentored by PSP’s Nadiema Gamieldien in the JMP
project. We salute the dedication and selflessness of
this remarkable young teacher.

We are excited to see that the concept of ‘lending a
hand’ and supporting/mentoring newly appointed
colleagues at your school is becoming increasingly
evident in certain schools, where teachers have
benefitted from previous JMP mentorship.
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PSP NEWS
FORMER MENTEES PROMOTED
IN THEIR SCHOOLS

ASSESSMENT & EXAM SETTING
REQUESTED ONCE AGAIN

We congratulate two of our previous mentees from
the JMP project, Louise Johannes (below) & Theola
Farmer
who have
been
promoted
to HOD
level in
their
schools.
Louise
(20112012 JMP
cohort),
from
Wesbank
Primary
School, in
Delft has been appointed as an Intermediate Phase
HOD, while Theola (2013-2014 JMP cohort) from
Yellowwood Primary School in Mitchell’s Plain was
recently also promoted into an Intermediate Phase
HOD post. It is edifying to note that these former
mentees have achieved leadership posts in their
schools after only 3 and 4 years.

Teachers have requested assistance with assessment,
and in particular, setting of exam questions.

You are invited to our JMP 2015-2016 Conference on
the 17th September 2016 at UWC. Please RSVP.

During the 2nd term therefore, the PSP included examsetting courses in the Innovation and JMP projects as
well as in courses for the Central and North districts.
Subject advisors in the districts have shown their
support for these courses, and we continue to have
requests for more of this work.

Teachers started by experiencing a practical task which
could be developed into exam questions or formal
assessment tasks.

Follow-up courses on exam setting will take place in
term 3, on the next two strands. Call the PSP office for
details: 021 691 9039.

PSP WELCOMES
YANGA MANYAKANYAKA
Yanga has recently joined the PSP team to assist
teachers and PSP facilitators with the many logistics
around PSP courses and workshops.
Yanga likes working
with people and is
passionate about good
quality education for
all.
He’s looking forward to
playing a positive role
at the PSP and to
support its important
work. WELCOME!
Yanga Manyakanyaka new member of the PSP team

In the North district teachers developed new questions
based on the curriculum content.

The feedback is that teachers valued what they learnt
and in particular sharing their ideas with other
teachers. They believed they would implement these
skills across all subjects.

